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Political parties have been criticised for their limited use of interactivity via their Internet presences,
largely it is suggested because they seek to control their online messages. This article will consider
interactivity from the perspective of a political party, the Liberal Democrats, using their Freedom
Bill online campaign as a case study. We suggest that the Liberal Democrats use ‘weak interactivity’
because of internal policymaking concerns, and their belief that as a political party they are
promoting their ideas, not co-creating a new product. Thus we suggest interaction should be closer
to a formal consultation than a face-to-face dialogue.
Introduction
It has been suggested that the evolution of campaigning to a professional, post-
modern model has been driven by changes in the modes by which parties can
communicate with the wider public (Norris, 2000; Plasser, 2002). As society moves
from an analogue to a digital era, with audiences being increasingly fragmented in
their use of a range of media, political communication enters a very new commu-
nication environment. In particular, political strategists, party leaders and elected
representatives are assessing the communicative potential offered by the Internet,
and the relative advantages and disadvantages of embracing more interactive
modes and styles.
While UK political parties have slowly increased their use of the Internet as a
communication channel, a series of external factors have shaped this. Initially,
political parties were influenced by a bandwagon effect (Ward and Gibson, 1998);
as their competitors had an online presence they felt forced to follow suit. Gradu-
ally, other more positive examples shaped their use, such as the innovative use of
the Internet as a mobilisation tool by Howard Dean (Lusoli and Ward, 2005;
Sommer, 2003; Williams et al., 2005). A more recent and potentially more influ-
ential example is the campaign of Barack Obama, considered the most ‘interactive’
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in history (Greengard, 2009; Stirland, 2008), at least in terms of its leadership and
structure, even if much of the technology had been pioneered by others. While
both examples are from election campaigns, they provide hard data suggesting the
effectiveness of complementing offline work with an online campaign. In addition,
UK political parties have developed their own experience and evidence, based on
their Internet activities which now stretch back over a decade.
Commentators have since the early 1990s suggested that the Internet has the
potential to enhance the relationship between politicians and citizens (Rheingold,
1993; Stone, 1996). While empirical data have not supported such an optimistic
view (Coleman, 2001; Newell, 2001; Ward and Gibson, 1998), Web 2.0 applications
such as blogs, social networking sites and file-sharing sites have significantly raised
hopes again. Matthew Hindman (2008) suggests that the Internet empowers only
a small elite, not all citizens, and one school of thought suggests that the level of
interactivity online will always be limited by political parties because inherently
they seek to control their messages both offline and online (Stromer-Galley, 2000;
Tedesco, 2007). Jackson and Lilleker (2009a and 2009b) conclude that politics has
not fully embraced the architecture of participation inherent within Web 2.0. They
found that while some MPs and parties provide space for public participation,
contributions are often closer to graffiti than conversation as the voice of the host
is seldom present. Similarly, across some online presences, it seems parties are
allowing visitors to ‘let off steam’ and vent their anger at aspects of the party, but
at the same time restricting visits through offering little added value. Their overall
conclusion is that parties are trying to adapt the tools for promotional purposes, and
create an interactive product on their websites, such as widgets, click-thrus and
sign-up mechanisms, as opposed to supporting a conversational interactive process.
This article will assess why this might be the case by considering the use of
interactive tools, not from the perspective of outside commentators, but from that
within a political party, using the Liberal Democrats as a case study.1
The case for adopting interactive technologies
Scott Wright (2008) notes that any move towards interactivity represents a shift
away from a top-down model of political communication. It is movement in this
direction, and an embracing of Web 2.0 sites and tools, which is seen as being
important in re-engaging the masses with politics. Advocates of a political adapta-
tion to Web 2.0 argue that the provision of an architecture of participation (O’Reilly,
2005) can break down social boundaries and hierarchies and place the represented
and representatives side by side in an open forum (for a review see Jackson and
Lilleker, 2009a). While conceptually different in some ways, scholars look to a
future of e-democracy, where key aspects of democratic participation take place
online (Coleman, 2005a and 2005b), and e-representation, where citizens and their
representatives can build links based on actual geographic connections or based
around policy areas and interests (Jackson and Lilleker, 2009b).
UK political parties play a functional purpose for the political system by developing
ideas, mobilising support, recruiting political leaders and enhancing parliamentary
government (Garner and Kelly, 1998; Ingle, 2008). However, the ultimate purpose
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of parties’ existence is to gain and keep power, or at least influence the holders of
power (Schattschneider, 1942). From this context come the possible motivations for
using interactive online tools, including:
• winning elections;
• enhancing the relationship between elected representative and elector;
• helping build party support;
• mobilising support (people and funds); and
• helping to develop policy.
There are other motivations for using these tools – such as a more altruistic desire
to have a healthy democracy, regardless of whether or not extra votes need to be
won, or a desire to build up party support with an eye to other future elections,
such as local council elections. However, within an era of the permanent campaign
we suggest that the prime purpose of communication is to help win elections, or to
acquire resources (money, helpers) which will in turn be used to gain votes.
Depending on the party and the contest, winning at elections may equate to a
national vote-maximising approach, or it may equate to a seat-maximising
approach based on a set of target seats. At the same time, parties have been
concerned that statements made, perhaps hastily, online could be seized on by
opponents. There is also awareness that Internet-savvy users may find a party’s
online attempts amateurish. This leads to a potentially complex situation where
parties use the Internet to try and gain votes but also seek to avoid losing votes
through either what they say online or how they use the Internet.
While the Internet has been argued to have the potential to revolutionise citizen
engagement (Norris, 2001), the politics-as-usual hypothesis (Margolis and Resnick,
2000) suggests that inequalities offline in terms of resources and access to the media
lead to inequalities online. The largest parties, Labour and the Conservatives,
should be the most likely to dominate online. The smaller parties, both with and
without parliamentary representation, should be less likely to use the Internet. The
equalisation hypothesis (Bimber, 1998; Gibson and Ward, 1997; Jackson, 2007)
contends that the Internet can be used as an effective communication channel by
smaller parties. Trying to level the playing field with the two larger parties could be
a plausible motive for why the Liberal Democrats might be early adopters of the
Internet. To gain media coverage, reach voters directly and possibly win target seats,
the Liberal Democrats use those tools and techniques that might give them an
advantage. Certainly, research suggests that at the level of both party and individual
MPs, the Liberal Democrats have been at the forefront of using new technologies
(Coleman, 2001; Jackson, 2003; Ward and Gibson, 1998; Ward and Lusoli, 2005).
The Liberal Democrats are an interesting case precisely because of their mixed
position within the political system. They have access to power in local councils and
have had access to power in national assemblies, but not in Whitehall. Yet their
number of MPs (63) gives them some influence in parliament in terms of access to
parliamentary procedures. As a third party they have greater freedom in which to
manoeuvre, but as the media takes them more seriously, especially in the run-up to
a general election, they face similar pressures to those of the two main parties. Such
pressures are set within a context of the Liberal Democrats being seen as a serious
player in election contests. Hence, of the three main parties the Liberal Democrats
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probably have the greatest ability to innovate, but the context is the same for them
as with other parties, if perhaps with fewer resources at their disposal.
The Liberal Democrats’ Freedom Bill
We now turn to a case study to seek to assess whether the limited use of interac-
tivity by political parties is due to a fear of losing control of their messages (Jackson
and Lilleker, 2009a; Stromer-Galley, 2002; Tedesco, 2007), or whether an alterna-
tive explanation is possible for these apparent shortcomings. As noted above, the
Liberal Democrats have a motive to experiment with communication technologies,
possibly greater freedom to do so and a track record as an Internet-savvy party.
Our case study is the Liberal Democrats’ online activity around their Freedom Bill
campaign in 2009. This activity was set in a context of the Liberal Democrats’ key
target audiences for their online activities as:2
1. the media;
2. existing members and helpers;
3. would-be members and helpers;
4. pressure groups and other specialist interests; and
5. floating voters.
The prime goal of the Liberal Democrats’ online presence was to influence the
offline public debate via the media, as media coverage of the party’s online activities
frequently reached audiences several orders of magnitude greater than the direct
online audience. In terms of individual citizens, there is a clear divide in priority
between building relationships with activists, members and supporters, and reach-
ing unaligned voters, particularly as unaligned voters in Liberal Democrat target or
vulnerable seats are a very small proportion of the overall electorate and tight
geographic targeting is hard to achieve online. Interaction is more likely to be
encouraged with the highest priorities – the media, activists and core voters – rather
than undecided voters.
The Freedom Bill campaign was launched by the Liberal Democrats on 25 February
2009, with the centrepiece of the campaign being a new website, http://
freedom.libdems.org.uk. The concept was a repackaging and extension of a previ-
ous policy initiative by Nick Clegg before he became party leader. First called the
Great Repeal Act and then the Freedom Bill, Nick Clegg’s initiative sought to draw
together different policy proposals for strengthening civil liberties and individual
freedoms into one draft piece of legislation, providing a simple message to com-
municate rather than a range of detailed ideas.
The party’s traditional policymaking processes had already set the broad direction
for the party in this area and both announcements from MPs and motions at
conference had specified some detailed items previously. The Freedom Bill cam-
paign did, however, still contain some policymaking objectives, by looking to solicit
advice (though not ceding decision-making) on what should be prioritised by
inclusion in the Bill and advice on the details of how the proposals should work.
The 2009 Freedom Bill website proclaimed:
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‘The Liberal Democrats are determined to resist the slow death by a thousand cuts
of our hard-won British liberties. Some of the changes detailed here may seem
small in themselves but taken together they cumulate to a colossal loss of personal
freedom in less than two decades. George Orwell’s 1984 was a warning, not a
blueprint. Yet the Big Brother society is growing. Our forebears who fought so hard
for the rights we have had stripped away would be shocked at what we’ve lost.
That is why we have published our Freedom Bill, detailing how we intend to roll
back the draconian laws passed by successive Labour and Conservative admin-
istrations. This draft Bill is the first time a major political party has brought all of
the laws which have undermined civil liberties together in one piece of legislation
so that they can be easily repealed. We have called it the Freedom Bill because if
the measures within it were all repealed it would represent the greatest victory
for freedom in Britain in the last twenty years’.
A draft bill was published on the website, with 20 clauses – one each for the areas
selected by the party as being its priorities in this area such as control orders, ID
cards and CCTV.
The site offered interactivity in the following ways:
1. Each draft clause was published in full with the ability for people to post up
comments on the clause with a light-touch moderation scheme. (Robust criti-
cisms and disagreements were allowed to appear. Only comments that veered
into the abusive or vulgar were moderated.)
2. A general discussion thread on the concept of the Bill, with the ability for people
to post up comments on the clause with a light-touch moderation scheme.
3. An online quiz to test people’s knowledge about civil liberties matters.
4. A petition for people to sign.
5. An e-mail news list for people to join.
6. A Facebook group, including a wall where people could post up comments with
a light-touch moderation scheme.
7. A Facebook version of the quiz.
8. Each news story added to the site also allowed people to post up comments with
a light-touch moderation scheme, and the stories were available via an RSS feed
for easy republishing elsewhere.
In addition, options 4, 5 and 6 all resulted in the party gathering data that were used
for follow-up messages, extending the communication with people beyond the
website. The site’s data protection terms also allowed the party to keep and use this
data for other future campaigns. These terms were not unique to the campaign but
are a common feature of online Liberal Democrat initiatives, which seek to add data
to the party’s existing multi-purpose records.
However, the site did not offer the full range of interactivity possible within Web 2.0
applications. For example, there was no facility for people to vote for/against
individual proposals, or to submit their own new clauses (except via posting a
comment on the general thread). These limitations, though, reflect a deliberate
decision by the Liberal Democrats, which was rooted in two much wider questions:
1. Should a political party tell the public what it believes, or should it ask the public
what it wants?
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2. How can you have a democratic policymaking process in a party if you give
policymaking power to the public?
Neither question is new to the Internet, or even to the computer age, but choices
over online interactivity can only be understood in the context of them both.
For the Freedom Bill, the Liberal Democrats deliberately chose a narrow but deep
area of consultation and interactivity. The party wrote the 20 clauses for the Bill and
sought both general feedback on the basic ideas outlined and detailed feedback on
each clause. Indeed, one of the clauses, on a public interest defence for whistle-
blowers, was rewritten shortly after the site’s launch following detailed comments
about its wording. The new version was appended with the comment: ‘we’ve
updated the original draft of this clause following feedback. Many thanks for all
your suggestions which helped improve it’.3
The launch received some national media coverage and many local Liberal Demo-
crat associations publicised the Bill, but there is limited evidence that the website
reached beyond these target audiences. In terms of interaction with the Freedom
Bill website, there were 316 comments on the general discussion of the Bill and 192
comments on specific clauses of the Bill. In addition, the Facebook Group had 2,534
members. These numbers suggest that the consultation process allowed the party to
refine its ideas, without necessarily reaching a wider public. The Freedom Bill was
probably most successful at engaging with the party membership.
The party used the consultation process like a government White Paper by essen-
tially saying: ‘This is what we believe overall; now help us get the details right’. This
necessarily restricts the scope for interaction, but the party’s stance was to put to the
public its overall beliefs and then ask for comment on the details, not the principles
underlying the consultation document. If ultimately a party’s policy is for its
members to control via its own policymaking process, this provides a major limit on
what online interactivity can cover.
Discussion and conclusion
The critique of political parties suggests that the lack of public interaction is
explained, by empirical research, as a result of nervousness within campaign teams
(Jackson and Lilleker, 2009a; Stromer-Galley, 2000; Tedesco, 2007). This approach
suggests that for parties the key concern is a lack of control, and a breakdown in the
uniformity and clarity of their message. If discussion takes place publicly, this
shapes future user experiences and could affect the integrity of the image of the
party as a brand. However, our case study of the Liberal Democrats’ Freedom Bill
suggests that looking out from inside a party there is a different perspective.
While the Freedom Bill offered a very formal type of interactivity, created and led
by the party, and part of its purpose was promotional, it does provide an insight into
how parties view interaction. In this example, the likely main target audience after
the media are party activists who will directly respond, but also discuss it with their
party colleagues offline. Therefore, interaction can snowball, where the target is not
just those who see the message online, but also those they speak to offline.
Interaction with the Freedom Bill took a number of forms. Visitors were encour-
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aged to interact through quizzes, to sign up for further information and to post their
opinions publicly. The use of a Facebook group also implies horizontal communi-
cation between visitors. Collectively, we suggest that these interactive components
can be classified as ‘weak interaction’, in that they involve contact between the
party and visitors, but in a limited form. The Freedom Bill enhances the Liberal
Democrats’ relationship with online visitors, but the interaction it encourages is
more akin to a consultative document than a face-to-face dialogue.
This case study illustrates how apparently limited take-up of online opportunities
through ‘weak interaction’ can reflect underlying decisions about how a party
should operate, as opposed to concerns of loss of control. We suggest that there are
two main explanations for why parties may not fully explore the current partici-
patory potential of Web 2.0 applications. First, the Liberal Democrat party hierarchy
believe that their role is to promote their values, and consequently to persuade
voters that they are the best party. This clearly implies a Downsian rational choice
approach. As a consequence the Liberal Democrat headquarters reject what they
view to be a more consumerist marketing approach of asking what citizens think,
and constructing policies to meet these needs. Second, in terms of policy develop-
ment, interaction with the wider public cannot override the importance of the
formal internal policymaking processes. In addition to these two main reasons,
parties are likely to ask a series of other questions such as: will interaction improve
policy, will it help us win votes and how much of our finite resources will we need
to expend to manage the process? Focusing on the issue from the perspective of the
third party in UK politics, a position that permits experimentation and risk-taking,
we suggest it is not simply about not allowing user-generated comment and
content, as that is available online anyway. Nor is it about costing policy to the nth
pound or promising to save the job of a specific voter. Academic commentators may
see huge democratic and representational potential in Web 2.0 but, for political
parties, ‘weak interaction’ is shaped by a more realistic world-view.
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change the setting “PDF/A mode:” to “Never”.  
 
Note Tool — For making notes at specific points in the text  
Marks a point on the paper where a note or question needs to be addressed. 
 
Replacement text tool — For deleting one word/section of text and replacing it  
Strikes red line through text and opens up a replacement text box.   
 
Cross out text tool — For deleting text when there is nothing to replace selection  
Strikes through text in a red line. 
 
 
How to use it: 
1. Right click into area of either inserted 
text or relevance to note 
2. Select Add Note and a yellow speech 
bubble symbol and text box will appear 
3. Type comment into the text box 
4. Click the X in the top right hand corner  
of the note box to close. 
 
How to use it: 
1. Select cursor from toolbar 
2. Highlight word or sentence 
3. Right click 
4. Select Replace Text (Comment) option 
5. Type replacement text in blue box 
6. Click outside of the blue box to close 
 
How to use it: 
1. Select cursor from toolbar 
2. Highlight word or sentence 
3. Right click 
4. Select Cross Out Text  
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Approved tool — For approving a proof and that no corrections at all are required. 
 
 
Highlight tool — For highlighting selection that should be changed to bold or italic. 
Highlights text in yellow and opens up a text box. 
 
Attach File Tool — For inserting large amounts of text or replacement figures as a files.  
Inserts symbol and speech bubble where a file has been inserted. 
 
 
Pencil tool — For circling parts of figures or making freeform marks 
Creates freeform shapes with a pencil tool. Particularly with graphics within the proof it may be useful to use 
the Drawing Markups toolbar. These tools allow you to draw circles, lines and comment on these marks.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
How to use it: 
1. Click on the Stamp Tool in the toolbar 
2. Select the Approved rubber stamp from 
the ‘standard business’ selection 
3. Click on the text where you want to rubber 
stamp to appear (usually first page) 
 
How to use it: 
1. Select Highlighter Tool from the 
commenting toolbar 
2. Highlight the desired text 
3. Add a note detailing the required change 
 
How to use it: 
1. Select Tools > Drawing Markups > Pencil Tool 
2. Draw with the cursor 
3. Multiple pieces of pencil annotation can be grouped together 
4. Once finished, move the cursor over the shape until an arrowhead appears 
and right click 
5. Select Open Pop-Up Note and type in a details of required change 
6. Click the X in the top right hand corner of the note box to close. 
How to use it: 
1. Click on paperclip icon in the commenting toolbar 
2. Click where you want to insert the attachment 
3. Select the saved file from your PC/network 
4. Select appearance of icon (paperclip, graph, attachment or 
tag) and close 
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Help 
For further information on how to annotate proofs click on the Help button to activate a list of instructions:  
 
 
